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Abstract

Perfusion magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a promising non-invasive technique provid-
ing insights regarding the brain’s microvascular architecture in vivo. The scalar perfusion
metrics can be used for quantitative diagnostics of various brain abnormalities, in particular,
in the stroke cases and tumours. However, conventional MRI-based perfusion approaches
such as dynamic contrast-enhanced perfusion imaging or arterial spin labelling have a few
weaknesses, for instance, contrast agent deposition, low signal-to-noise ratio, limited tem-
poral and spatial resolution, and specific absorption rate constraints. As an alternative,
the intravoxel incoherent motion (IVIM) approach exploits an extension of diffusion MRI in
order to estimate perfusion parameters in the human brain. Application of IVIM imaging
at ultra-high field MRI might employ the advantage of a higher signal-to-noise ratio, and
thereby the use of higher spatial and temporal resolutions.

In the present work, we demonstrate an application of recently developed isotropic dif-
fusion weighted sequences to the evaluation of IVIM parameters at an ultra-high 7T field.
The used sequence exhibits high immunity to image degrading factors and allows one to
acquire the data in a fast and efficient way. Utilising the bi-exponential fitting model of the
signal attenuation, we performed an extensive analysis of the IVIM scalar metrics obtained
by a isotropic diffusion weighted sequence in vivo and compared results with a conven-
tional pulsed gradient sequence at 7T. In order to evaluate a possible metric bias originating
from blood flows, we additionally used a truncated b-value protocol (b-values from 100 to
200 s/mm2 with the step 20 s/mm2) accompanied to the full range (b-values from 0 to 200
s/mm2). The IVIM scalar metrics have been assessed and analysed together with a large
and middle vessel density atlas of the human brain. We found that the diffusion coefficients
and perfusion fractions of the voxels consisting of large and middle vessels have higher val-
ues in contrast to other tissues. Additionally, we did not find a strong dependence of the
IVIM metrics on the density values of the vessel atlas. Perspectives and limitations of the
developed isotropic diffusion weighted perfusion are presented and discussed.
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1. Introduction1

Perfusion magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is an attractive clinical technique allowing2

one to perform a quantitative evaluation of many diseases in vivo: acute ischemic stroke3

[1], tumour diagnosis and prognosis [2, 3], diabetes and hyperintensity screening [4]. MRI4

provides an opportunity to determine perfusion metrics such as cerebral blood flow, cerebral5

blood volume, and mean transit time using several different approaches: an application of6

improved contrast mechanisms with external tracers (contrast agents); arterial spin labelling7

with arterial blood as endogenous tracer; and an adoption of diffusion weighted imaging con-8

sidering the blood microcirculation as a pseudo-diffusion process in the randomly oriented9

microvessel network. Application of the first two methods has been shown to be clinically10

efficacious [5, 6]. However, improved contrast mechanisms and arterial spin labelling possess11

disadvantages in practice as well. Contrast agent boluses based on external contrast agents,12

for example, gadolinium, might lead to gadolinium deposition in the brain [7, 8]. Fur-13

thermore, arterial spin labelling suffers from a low signal-to-noise ratio and a high specific14

absorption rate, in particular, at ultra-high fields [9, 10]. On the other hand, modification of15

the conventional diffusion MRI sequence assuming that the blood flow within microcapillary16

network can be represented as a complementary pseudo-diffusion process [11, 12], has found17

a wide range of applications for brain and body imaging [13, 14, 15, 16]. This technique18

with low diffusion weightings is known as intravoxel incoherent motion (IVIM).19

The diffusion phenomena in brain tissue is described by a broad range of the developed20

diffusion models [17, 18]. In contrast, the IVIM theory and related mechanisms are still21

debated and demonstrate controversial results [19, 20, 21, 22]. Depending on the applied22

diffusion times, one can recall different mathematical models in fitting diffusion signal at-23

tenuation [20, 23]. In the case of IVIM measurements, a bi-exponential fitting approach is a24

common step to separate diffusion fraction from the perfusion one along increasing diffusion25

weightings. However, it is well known that bi-exponential fitting is unstable [24, 25, 26].26

Thus, IVIM demands an additional revision when modern achievements of MRI techniques27

are employed. The application of ultra-high field MRI can improve bi-exponential estima-28

tions due to the higher signal-to-noise ratio of the acquired data, in particular, in human29

brain imaging [27, 9]. In turn, the use of conventional diffusion weighting sequences might30

also be unoptimal, because it requires an application of at least three mutually orthogonal31

diffusion directions [27], and their sensitivity to susceptibility artefacts and subject mo-32

tion [19, 28, 29]. In the case of many diffusion weights [30], the total measurement could33

be a time-consuming procedure. Besides, the necessity to consider the degrading imaging34

artefacts, such as susceptibility distortions, might play an important role in the case of mi-35

crocapillary network anisotropy [29, 31], in particular, for high spatial resolution. Isotropic36

diffusion weighted sequences could avoid these obstacles and save expensive measurement37

time. Recently, isotropic weighting diffusion has obtained renewed interest due to its consid-38

erable practical impact [32], and the potential to adopt different diffusion models [32, 33]. A39
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developed class of isotropic weighted diffusion sequences (FAst MEan Diffusion – FAMED)40

based on natural (co)sine modulations [34, 35] allows one to achieve several goals: a simple41

and straightforward implementation for human MRI scanners; a wide range of accessible42

diffusion weightings (so called b-values, including high b-values > 1500 s/mm2); correct spa-43

tial isotropic averaging; accurate rotational invariants [34]; and robustness to the magnetic44

field imperfections, for example, susceptibility distortions [35].45

In the present work, we would like to demonstrate advantages of the FAMEDcos sequence46

[34] for IVIM evaluation at ultra-high fields. We acquired three in vivo datasets using the47

developed sequence and estimated the correlations of the obtained perfusion metrics with48

a vessel density atlas [36] of large and middle sized vessels. To conclude, we discuss the49

strengths and limitations of the isotropic diffusion weighting sequences and the validity of50

the chosen IVIM bi-exponential fitting model for the human brain.51

2. Method and Materials52

2.1. FAMEDcos sequences53

Within the range of clinically achievable diffusion times, the displacement of water54

molecules due to diffusion can be described by a Gaussian propagation function. A sym-55

metric second-order diffusion tensor D allows one to represent diffusion signal attenuation56

S in a form of mono-exponential decay:57

S = S0 exp(−b · ~nTD~n), (1)

where S0 is the signal without the diffusion weighting, b is the applied diffusion weighting,58

and ~n is the unity vector, parallel to the applied diffusion gradient direction. In the case of59

pulsed field gradient (PFG) [37], diffusion encoding is performed by short gradient pulses60

~G(t). Generally, when time-varying diffusion gradients G(t) are applied, signal attenuation61

is formulated with help of the ~q(t)-vector:62

S = S0 exp
(
−
∫ te

0
~qT (t)D(t)~q(t)dt

)
, (2)

where ~q(t) = γ
∫ t

0 G(τ)dτ , and γ is the gyromagnetic ratio and te is the echo time (see pulse63

sequence scheme in Figure 1).64

Selective time modulation of the diffusion encoding gradients allows one to suppress65

off-diagonal terms of the diffusion tensor D [34, 35] by satisfying the condition of mutual66

orthogonality:67 ∫ te

0
qi(t)qj(t)dt =

b

3
δij, (3)

where δii = 1 is the Kronecker function. In turn, the signal attenuation of isotropically68

weighted diffusion is then:69

S = S0 exp(−b · D̄), (4)

where D̄ = Tr(D)/3 is the mean diffusivity. The simplest way to satisfy to Eq.(3) is to recall70

(co)sine modulations [34].71
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of diffusion weighted sequences. a) the conventional Stejskal-Tanner PFG
pulse sequence with two short diffusion gradient δ-pulses. Corresponding q-space trajectory is presented on
the right side; b) isotropical diffusion weighted FAMEDcos sequence with equal frequencies along each axes
x, y, and z. The diffusion time in all sequences is ∆.

The FAMEDcos sequence is presented by three orthogonal functions with the same fre-72

quency along the Cartesian axes:73

~G(t) = G



 cos(4π
∆
t+ φ)

cos(4π
∆
t)

cos(4π
∆
t+ θ))

 , if 0 < t ≤ ∆
2
,

0, if ∆
2
< t ≤ ∆

2
+ t180,

−

 cos(4π
∆

(t− t180 + φ))
cos(4π

∆
(t− t180))

cos(4π
∆

(t− t180 + θ)))

 , if ∆
2

+ t180 < t ≤ ∆ + t180.

(5)

where phase shifts φ and θ are equal to74

φ =


π if ∆

4
< t < ∆

2
;

π if 3∆
4

+ t180 < t < ∆ + t180;
0 else

(6)

θ =

{
π if ∆

2
+ t180 < t < ∆ + t180;

0 else
(7)

and t180 is the duration of the refocusing pulse.75
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Fig.1b shows a schematic representation of FAMEDcos sequence used in the present76

work. The corresponding b-value is77

bFAMEDcos = 3

te∫
0

qi(t)qi(t)dt = G2γ2 3∆3

32π2
. (8)

2.2. Imaging protocols78

All data were measured using a Siemens 7T MAGNETOM system (Siemens Medical79

Systems, Erlangen, Germany) equipped with a 70 mT/m gradient coil with maximal slew80

rate of 200 T/m/s and a 32 channel head coil. We measured three healthy male volunteers81

who gave written informed consent prior to participation. All volunteers had no self-reported82

history of any psychiatric or neurological diseases and did not suffer from any brain injuries.83

The study was approved by the local ethical committee.84

Both diffusion weighted sequences PFG and FAMEDcos have been implemented into a85

custom spin-echo echo-planar imaging sequence. The imaging parameters were: field of view86

FoV = 216 mm; spatial resolution 1.8 × 1.8 × 1.8 mm3; number of slices 40; repetition time87

TR = 10 sec; echo time TE = 110 ms; number of measurements 4 (for FAMEDcos); partial88

Fourier factor 6/8; GRAPPA acceleration factor 2; readout bandwidth BW = 2083 Hz/Px;89

diffusion time ∆ = 96 ms; b-value range (FAMEDcos): 0, 20, 40, 60, 80, 100, 120, 140, 160,90

180, 200, 500 s/mm2; b-value range (PFG): 50, 100, 150, 200, 500 s/mm2 and 6 non-coplanar91

diffusion encoding directions; acquisition time per protocol TA = 8:20/5:30 min, correspond-92

ingly. Diffusion images with opposite phase encoding direction at b = 0 s/mm2 were acquired93

after FAMEDcos and PFG sequences. Additionally, T1-weighted MPRAGE images were ac-94

quired with the following parameters: TE/TR = 2.73/2500 ms; FoV = 256 mm; spatial95

resolution 1×1×1 mm3; GRAPPA acceleration factor 3; bandwidth BW = 260 Hz/Px; and96

TA 2:59 min.97

2.3. Data post-processing and IVIM scalar metric estimation98

Before estimation of the IVIM scalar metrics, we performed typical post-processing steps99

for diffusion data preparation. In order to avoid noise-originated bias in the diffusion scalar100

metrics [38], we applied a principal component analysis-based approach for automatic re-101

moval of noise-specific components developed by Veraart et al. [39]. Next, we performed102

a Gibbs-ringing artefact correction using the approach developed by Kellner and colleagues103

[40]. Finally, we applied a correction of the artefacts originated from the head motion, eddy-104

currents and susceptibility induced distortions using the topup and eddy utilities from the105

FSL package [41]. In order to improve the estimation of scalar metrics, Gaussian smoothing106

with a kernel of 1 × 1 × 1 mm3 was applied. The brain mask used in the eddy artefact107

correction and metric estimations was extracted by the BET utility [42].108

A main assumption proposed by Le Bihan and coworkers [11, 12] is that the blood109

flow within the microcapillary network captured by an imaging voxel can be represented110

by an analogue of the random walk process of the water molecules. A few variations of111

this model are presented in the literature [20, 27, 31], including use of high b-values [43]112

and three compartments model [44]. As bi-exponential fitting is frequently used in the113
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modelling of different tissue types, we assume that a two-compartment model of IVIM is a114

good approximation:115

S

S0

= f · exp
[
−b · (D∗ + D̄)

]
+ (1 − f) · exp

[
−b · D̄

]
, (9)

where f is the perfusion fraction, D̄ is the conventional mean diffusion coefficient, and D∗
116

is the pseudo-diffusion coefficient representing the microcapillary random flows. It is well117

known that the bi-exponential fitting procedure is unstable [25, 45, 46]. To carefully extract118

the IVIM parameters from Eq. (9) we applied a three-step algorithm using an in-house119

Matlab script (The MathWork, Natick, USA):120

• Initially, the estimation of the conventional diffusion coefficient D was done by using121

a linearised Eq. (4) and b-values: b = 200 and 500 s/mm2;122

• Next, for the fixed diffusion D in Eq. (9), a constrained optimisation was used based123

on the interior-point algorithm [47]; the constraints are D∗ ⊂ [1; 50]×10−3 mm2/s and124

f ⊂ [10−5; 0.3].125

• If physically meaningful values could not be obtained from the previous step, we re-126

peated the constrained optimisation algorithm based on the interior-point method127

including S0 as an unknown variable.128

The chosen approach of IVIM metric estimations has been shown to be efficient compared129

to other algorithms [48, 49]. Another estimation of IVIM metrics, in particular, in the case130

of low signal-to-noise ratio, can be implemented using Bayesian approaches [50, 51]. In our131

experimental setup the signal-to-noise ratio was high enough across all brain regions, i.e. it132

allows us to use a simple numerical implementation in contrast to widely popular Bayesian133

methods [27, 52]. To consider the influence of fast intra-voxel flows on the estimated IVIM134

metrics [23], we assumed that flow-based shifts in IVIM parameters are significant at very135

low b-values. If in the fitting procedure we reject the low b-values, namely below 100 s/mm2,136

then we can decrease the influence of flow-based artefacts. Repeating the same analysis137

performed for the full b-value range we could estimate the influence of flow-based bias to the138

IVIM values. Below we used following notations: Protocol I is for the full range of b-values,139

and Protocol II is for the reduced b-value range that to demonstrate the analysis difference140

based on the flow compensation.141

After the estimation of the IVIM metrics in diffusion space, we coregistered obtained142

scalar maps (f -, D∗-, and D-images) to the T2-weighted Montreal Neurological Institute143

(MNI) template image using cubic spline interpolation. In order to find the most accu-144

rate matrix of transformation along the coregistration procedure, we used the b = 0 s/mm2
145

image of the diffusion dataset and two-step coregistration. Firstly, the coregistration was146

performed using the FLIRT utility of the FSL package [53] with normalised mutual infor-147

mation as a criterion fit in the case of affine transformation. Then, we applied nonlinear148

transformation using the FNIRT utility of the FSL package [54]. For further segmentation,149

we used grey (GM) and white matter (WM) masks provided by the MNI atlas. Additionally,150
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Figure 2: Averaged signal decays after performed post-processing corrections of the data for three volun-
teers. Two different regions are manually chosen in grey and white (red/blue, respectively) matter for each
volunteer. The results are presented for both pulse sequences FAMEDcos (solid line) and PFG (dashed
line).

we used the freely accessible brain vessel atlas [36] aligned in the MNI space. Afterwards,151

all coregistration steps were visually inspected in order to detect any misalignment.152

3. Results153

The signal decays averaged over different regions of interest are presented in Figure 2.154

The GM and WM regions with signal decays were manually chosen for three volunteers. To155

provide comparable results among the subjects we chose for WM a corpus callosum region156

and for GM a region of cerebral cortex located over left and right Broca’s areas.157

Figure 3 shows example slices of in vivo IVIM metrics obtained by the bi-exponential158

fitting in Eq. (9): diffusion coefficient (D), perfusion fraction (f), and pseudo-diffusion coef-159

ficient (D∗) metrics. The pseudo-diffusion coefficients and perfusion fractions are presented160

for Protocols I and II, in order to demonstrate the quantitative difference between esti-161

mated IVIM metrics produced by full and flow compensated b-value ranges. A quantitative162

parametrisation of the metric distribution is accompanied by the corresponding histograms.163

Data for other volunteers are presented in the Supplementary Materials (Figure S1).164

In Figure 4, we presented correlations between diffusion coefficients obtained from FAMED-165

cos and PFG sequences (Figs 4a) and IVIM metrics from Protocol I and II (Fig. 4c) for one166

volunteer. For each scatter plot, we computed the Pearson correlation coefficient between167

metrics derived from FAMEDcos and PFG data and between Protocols I and II, respectively.168

In order to eliminate the influence of coil sensitivity on the estimated metric, we chose 60169

axial slices of the brain. Further statistical analysis was based on the IVIM metrics averaged170

over each axial slice in accordance with chosen masks such as WM or GM MNI masks. The171

slice position is encoded by the colour map (see Fig. 4b). This type of slice metric averaging172

was used in the next section of results as well.173

Figure 5 presents correlations between IVIM scalar metrics derived from FAMEDcos174

data and vessel density atlas for voxels from GM and WM. Similar to Fig. 4, we performed175

slice averaging metrics for scalar metrics and vessel density map. In order to decrease the176

influence of the slice metric variability, we applied a robust regression algorithm using the177
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Figure 3: An example of estimated IVIM scalar metrics using FAMEDcos sequence and two Protocols I
(b,d) and II (c,e). We manually chose one slice and plotted its metric histograms: a) ordinary diffusion
coefficients; b,c) pseudo-diffusion coefficients; d,e) perfusion fractions.

Figure 4: Scatter plots of the diffusion coefficients between FAMEDcos and PFG sequences (a) and IVIM
metrics obtained by two Protocols I and II (c). The colours encode axial slice positions for slice-averaged
values (b). The dashed black line corresponds to the identity line. The slice averaging is performed using
GM and WM masks. The Pearson correlation coefficients are presented on top of each scatter plot frame.
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Figure 5: Correlation of IVIM scalar metrics and vessel density atlas for WM (left) and GM (right). For
each volunteer (I, II, and III, respectively) we evaluated the Pearson correlation coefficients and fitted the
data dependence using a robust regression algorithm.

robustfit-function of Matlab. The robust fitting is plotted as lines for each metric taking into178

account Protocol II only. Similar results for Protocol I are presented in the Supplementary179

Materials (Fig. S2).180

To assess a possible influence of large and middle vessels on the IVIM scalar metrics,181

namely, the perfusion fraction, pseudo-diffusion coefficient and conventional diffusion coeffi-182

cient, we built two characteristic datasets for GM and WM regions: we superposed the GM183

or MW masks with the vessel atlas [36] and marked coincided metrics (so-called in-mask)184

and metrics located in GM or WM, but not in the atlas (so-called out-mask). The examples185

of in-mask and out-mask values are presented in Figure 6. The resulting scatter plots for186

Protocol II and slice averaged metrics are presented in Fig. 6 for three volunteers. Similar187

results for Protocol I are presented in the Supplementary Materials (see Fig. S3).188
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Figure 6: Scatter plots between the IVIM scalar metrics covaried with large and middle vessel locations in
the brain. The vessel atlas is produced by Viviani [36]. Two data groups were used by a conjunction of GM
and WM masks with the vessel atlas: in-mask values belong to both spaces: GM (blue-light blue) or WM
(yellow-red) and the vessel atlas (green); out-mask values belong only to GM or WM regions, but not to
the vessel atlas. Data are presented for Protocol II.
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In order to provide a statistical comparison between in- and out-mask metrics in Fig. 6189

we applied Mann-Whitney U-tests for all subjects. The Mann-Whitney U-test allows one to190

compare mean values from two datasets without an assumption that the data are normally191

distributed. The statistical comparisons were performed using Matlab function ranksum. For192

diffusion coefficients in WM, the in-mask values are higher with p < (6·10−7; 2·10−7; 3·10−9)193

for I, II and III volunteers, respectively. In the case of GM, the diffusion coefficients are194

higher in in-mask area with p < (3 · 10−6; 4 · 10−4; 5 · 10−6). For pseudo-diffusion coefficients195

in WM, the in-mask values are significantly higher for one volunteer only; for GM case,196

two volunteers exhibited the higher pseudo-diffusion values in the in-mask area (see Fig. 6).197

However, the perfusion fractions for WM and GM in-mask values are significantly higher198

for all participants with p < (2 · 10−9; 3 · 10−13; 1 · 10−16) and p < (6 · 10−6; 5 · 10−3; 2 · 10−4),199

respectively.200

4. Discussion201

The scalar perfusion metrics based on IVIM approach still attract researchers’ interest.202

One reason for this is the absence of a commonly accepted IVIM perfusion model in the203

human brain explaining and predicting the microcapillary architecture from measured sig-204

nal attenuation. Therefore, an additional theoretical description of the perfusion processes205

for IVIM and novel experimental facts are needed and might shed light on the problem.206

Research and clinical IVIM protocols frequently require the acquisition of at least three207

orthogonal diffusion directions with multiple b-values in order to accurately evaluate the208

bi-exponential signal decomposition, taking into account repeated measurements that to in-209

crease the signal-to-noise ratio and avoid an influence of possible imaging artefacts. Such210

an approach has clear limitation in time, in particular, at ultra-high field MRI where the211

magnetic field exposure and specific absorption rate constraint [55] can be a problem. An212

increasing spatial resolution of conventional diffusion MRI brings additional confounds by213

the increased influence of susceptibility effects to the correct choice of the diffusion gradi-214

ent directions. Thus, single-shot imaging techniques such as isotropic diffusion weighted215

sequences [34, 35] might offer a solution. In turn, isotropic diffusion weighted sequences216

should possess a few important features: simple scanner-based implementation, robustness217

to eddy-currents and susceptibility-based distortions, a wide spectrum of the accessible b-218

values and diffusion times, and to demonstrate reliable rotational invariant metrics [56].219

Recently proposed pulse sequences based on original (co)sine modulations allowed us to220

achieve the above mentioned features [34, 35]. As a result, we demonstrated a proficiency of221

the application of isotropic diffusion weighted sequences for in vivo perfusion measurements222

in the human brain at ultra-high field MRI.223

A quantitative comparison of the results between developed sequence FAMEDcos and224

conventional PFG demonstrated good mutual agreement. We found a high correlation be-225

tween mean diffusivities obtained by both sequences (see Fig. 4a). Interestingly, the linear226

correlations are very good for both GM and WM areas. The averaged diffusion coefficients227

are increasing along the axial slice shift from the corpus callosum region up to the top axial228

cortical slices. However, centres of mass of data distributions for WM and GM are localised229
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at the well-known mean values: 0.9 × 103 mm2/ms and 1.5 × 103 mm2/ms, respectively (see230

also Fig. 3). Though, the FAMEDcos diffusion coefficients are in feasible range, the corre-231

lations gave higher FAMEDcos values in comparison to the PFG metrics. This discrepancy232

may have originated from unoptimal selection of PFG diffusion directions and requires ad-233

ditional tests with a more accurately established PFG/FAMEDcos protocol at 7T. At the234

same time, conventional diffusion coefficients were estimated from quite small b-values (200235

and 500 s/mm2), which might have led to the biased estimations, i.e. use of higher b-values236

could improve the assessment.237

Analysis based on the flow-compensated Protocol II demonstrated the same behaviour of238

IVIM metrics as in the case of Protocol I (see Fig. 3). We applied the FAMEDcos sequence in239

the so-called diffusion limit [27], when the intricate effect of the perfusion processes should be240

negligible [20, 31]. It is worth mentioning, that the isotropic character of diffusion weightings241

in the applied sequences allowed us to avoid a possible effect of perfusion anisotropy [31, 29]242

at the chosen spatial resolution. Consequently, it allowed us to work with correctly isotropic243

averaged metrics of microcapillary networks. At the same time, our hypothesis about the244

flow compensation by shortened b-value range found a reasonable confirmation (see Figs. 3245

and 4c). The perfusion fraction in both cases for Protocol I and II possessed very high246

correlations, but in the case of Protocol II the fraction metrics are decreased for WM and247

GM. On the contrary, the pseudo-diffusion values are almost linearly correlated for WM,248

and close to such dependence in the case of GM. Thus, the shortened b-value range could249

be a good approximation of flow compensated sequences.250

From brain anatomy it is known that the cortical GM regions are a highly vascularisated251

medium [57]. The fraction of both large and middle veins and arteries is reducing along to252

the deeper brain structures [36, 58]. Besides that, an effect of the reducing microcapillary253

network and its density along the main vessels for WM/GM should be detectable by the254

IVIM approach as well. In order to test our hypothesis that IVIM scalar metrics might cor-255

relate with the large and middle vessel density and location, we separated the scalar metrics256

into two groups in GM and WM regions: crossed with anatomical masks (segmented GM or257

WM) and vessel atlas and inverted regions, i.e. in-mask and out-mask metrics, respectively258

(see Fig. 6). We assumed that regions with a high vessel density should possess dense micro-259

capillary networks as well. As a consequence, higher perfusion fractions can be detected and260

localised. A reasonable verification of this hypothesis can be the same statistical behaviour of261

the flow-compensated Protocol II as well. This statistical comparison is presented in Fig. 6.262

We can claim that GM regions fully support our idea and perfusion fractions (proportional263

to the microcapillary density) are higher for in-mask areas, in particular, for Protocol II264

case. A similar effect is detectable for the WM regions. Surprisingly, the pseudo-diffusion265

coefficients show an alternating behaviour depending on the volunteer. However, this effect266

can be explained by lower reliability of the pseudo-diffusion coefficient estimations due to267

bi-exponential fitting [19]. Interestingly, the presence of large and middle vessels influenced268

the conventional diffusion coefficient as well (see Fig. 6), in particular, the regions with grey269

matter. The significant difference of diffusion coefficients between in- and out-masks might270

be a sign for additional effect influencing on the DTI metrics, such as perivascular space271

with corresponding convection processes [59].272
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In order to validate our hypothesis that the presence of vessels biases scalar metrics, we273

evaluated the direct correlation between scalar metrics and a vessel density atlas (see Fig. 5).274

It is clear that conventional diffusion metrics are independent of the vessel density. In turn,275

the same results are obtained for the perfusion fraction in GM, in particular, using Protocol276

II and pseudo-diffusion coefficient in WM. Non-significant variations of IVIM metrics can277

be observed for other cases. Thus, we can conclude that the vessel density itself does not278

correlate with IVIM metrics.279

In our opinion, the strong correlations between the vessel density atlas and the perfusion280

fraction allows one to perform an indirect estimation of the microcapillary architecture, i.e.281

microcapillaries are concentrated around middle and large vessels. Besides this, we can as-282

sert that the density vessel atlas might be a helpful additional variable in perfusion studies,283

in particular, for a neuronal activation problem and functional MRI due to the relation284

between the cerebral blood flow and neuronal density [60]. In fact, we assume that IVIM285

demonstrates only a qualitative perfusion effect but the estimated IVIM scalar metrics have286

the considerable variations depending on the subject or applied evaluation algorithm [61].287

For example, an attempt to estimate the cerebral blood flow [12, 62, 13] led to the over-288

estimated values in the studies comparing to other methods. Another possible reason for289

IVIM metric variability is the recently introduced paravascular space [63] where the convec-290

tion lymphatic processes are slower compared to the vessel blood flows and might influence291

on IVIM scalar metrics. Thus, IVIM might be sensitive to additional extra-cellular space292

covarying with large and middle vessels. As a consequence, a more accurate mathematical293

model of signal attenuation in the case of IVIM is needed.294

4.1. Limitations295

Possible limitations of the present results are the low number of the subjects and coarse296

spatial resolution. Increasing the number of subjects should allow us to perform an accurate297

statistical analysis based on specific anatomical regions, for example, to analyse the difference298

between deep and cortical brain structures in order to support a hypothesis of importance299

of large and middle vessels as a possible IVIM covariance. At the same time, increasing300

spatial resolution should introduce an effect of microcapillary anisotropy and its influence to301

the IVIM signal, for instance, applying reduced field of view methods using optimal control302

algorithms [64, 65]. It is, in particular, important due to a presence of partial volume effect303

with cerebrospinal fluids. The voxels with significant percentage of CSF might introduce304

a significant bias in IVIM metric estimation due to problematic bi-exponential fitting [44].305

Another confounding effect could be relaxation time, namely, T2 which shortens along the306

increasing magnetic field. Thus, the pulse sequence with reduced echo time might improve307

the situation. Last but not least, we need to perform an accurate and exact validation of flow-308

based compensations using a reduced b-value range with correctly implemented gradient-309

based approaches [23].310

5. Conclusion311

This study demonstrates an application of isotropic diffusion weighted IVIM scalar met-312

rics in brain perfusion imaging at ultra-high magnetic fields. Advantages of the obtained313

13



IVIM scalar metrics include higher signal-to-noise ratio, a very fast measurement proce-314

dure, and suppression of possible anisotropic contributions of microcapillary network. As315

a result, we found a high correlation of large and middle vessel density with IVIM metrics316

and conventional diffusion coefficients in the human brain. We anticipate that our isotropic317

diffusion weighted approach can find applications in other imaging areas such as breast and318

abdomenal MRI, or in other cases where a rapid acquisition is a decisive point, for instance,319

fMRI or hyperpolasrisation measurements.320
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